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Warrior cat code
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is a field guide in the Warriors series Tribal Code is about the Warrior Code and includes ominous signals from StarClan. borders , unexpected help from the hereditary warriors who reinforce the interests of the elderly, a secret coup that led to the new role of deputies, the excitement of the medical cat that stopped the enthusiasm in the
Plot Summary Clan In introduction, it summarized how tribes (including SkyClan) were formed. It then cuts to Leafpool introducing the warrior code to us (because we are the rotation who visited Leafpool to find out more code.) Each Code starts with Leafpool giving clues about the story and how the code is formed. Sometimes there's an
extra story afterwards. Code One tells the story of Cloudberry of RiverClan and Ryewhisker of WindClan. Cloudberry expects kits Ryewhisker and Ryewhisker to believe the kit will end territorial disputes between the two entitlements. But instead, in combat, Ryewhisker was killed when he tried to defend Cloudberry from His Friends. This
led the Tribes to form the first code and start a gathering place. Code Two began at a rally when Brindlestar, the ShadowClan leader, complained to ThunderClan. ThunderClan accused ShadowClan of stealing victims and fights began to erupt. The fight was disrupted when a branch fell between the two brave and no cat was injured. It's a
sign from StarClan that no Clan cat can cross the border and form the next code. (In the mini-story, One eye, known as White Eye and Dappletail wants to catch fish to find out why RiverClan is like so many victims.) Code Three tells the story of RiverClan's Splashheart and another battle with ThunderClan over the Sunningrocks.
Splashheart is guided by the StarClan and RiverClan cats win over the Sunningrocks and celebrates by feeding the elderly and kit, and hints that Splashheart will be the leader of RiverClan someday. (In mini stories, Longtail and Darkstripe will come out hunting for the elderly, but Darkstripe eats fresh murders intended for Poppydawn and
Longtail can do anything. Since they couldn't make it on time, Poppydawn died from greencough and Longtail regretted deeply.) Code Four began in ShadowClan province when Driftkit and Fallowkit played with fresh murders and were scolded by their leaders, deputies and mothers. Owl soon swoops at the camp and takes fresh murder
and Lilystar says it is a sign from StarClan. The Five Code begins with the Queen WindClan named Daisytail, who worried her son was too young to be in the battle against ShadowClan. He and a queen from ShadowClan stopped the battle and told their leaders that their apprentices still needed to kit until they were at least six months
old. (In mini-stories, during Brokenstar's reign and the battle to drive WindClan, a Flintfang watch as his apprentice [who was three months old] died.) Code Six began with RiverClan's medical cat, Meadowpelt, as he too heard some new warriors would jump powder in the full moon. Meadowpelt went to StarClan for answers and found the
warrior must stand up for the next current precaution to think about being a hero and warriors saving nursery from foxes and learning the true importance of being a warrior. (Squirrelflight tells us what's done on alert in mini stories.) The Seven Code tells the story of Acorntail, as he was chosen as deputy for WindClan. But he kept messing
up and told Featherstar that he must choose a different deputy. Featherstar noticed that Acorntail did not learn how to lead and gained loyalty taught through the apprentice and Acorntail decided he must have an apprentice. Code Eight began when Beechstar, the leader of SkyClan, gave leadership to his son Mothpelt. Mothpelt wanted to
enjoy his father's death and led the attack to RiverClan. The river was flown and Robinwhisker and Maplewhisker, his deputy, had to save the hero from drowning. Mothpelt submitted his position to Maplewhisker and formed a new code. (In the mini-story, Tallstar spoke to Bluestar about his last choice in making Onewhisker a deputy.)
Code Nine began when Shadowclan's deputies died from greencough shortly after their leader died. To decide the new leader, Jumpfoot and Mossfire fought to death for the post. Redscar, Clan's medicinal cat, turned to StarClan for the answer. They tell him they must elect a new leader and leaders must elect a new deputy immediately.
Redscar chose Flowers as she watched her sister, Mossfire, die right in front of her and flowers the only thought was to help the tribe. The Ten Code began at a rally and the four entitlements were attacked by ShadowClan, led by Ripplestar. As Ripplestar attacked Finchstar, the ThunderClan leader, StarClan sent a cloud over the moon
and killed Ripplestar with a lightning bolt - giving a sign to all factions. The Eleven Code began when a SkyClan warrior named Poppycloud and his apprentice accidentally overcame the ThunderClan border and was arrested. ThunderClan Leaders to the SkyClan leader and tell him what is going on. Poppycloud explained that they could
not sniff out the borders because it was not newly made, leading the decision to comment on their borders daily. (In mini-stories, Whitestorm teaches Firepaw, Graypaw, Ravenpaw, Sandpaw, and Dustpaw about border tactics.) Twelve Codes when RiverClan's medical cat, Graywing, and some warriors saw windClan kits fall into the
poultry. Graywing says that it just loses WindClan and there's nothing they can do. But the StarClan kit came to Graywing and told him the importance of kits in tribes and Graywing and the warriors got the kit's body out of the bird. (In the mini-story, Tigerkit (Tigerstar as a kit) is rescued by several warriors from ShadowClan from the fox.)
The Thirteenth Code began at a rally, where Darkstar, the skyClan leader, gave a large piece of territory to ThunderClan. Raincloud came out loud telling him that he was wrong to do so, and Darkstar made a new code so a leader wouldn't be out staged by their hero like that. (In mini stories, Cloudstar talks about broken promises.) The
Fourteen Code began with shadowClan's medical cat, Mossheart, saw his Clanmates die in a skirmish battle. He and other medical cats Clan went to Moonstone together and both were told that this unnecessary death must stop. It also starts a place where all medical cats are defined from clan skirmishes and places where they all share
tongues with StarClan. The Fifteen Code begins with Lionpaw chasing Pinestar to the border twice. Pinestar told Lionpaw that what he sees is a secret and cannot tell another cat. Soon Lionpaw found out that Pinestar would like to live with two people and Lionpaw pushed him to tell this Clan. Pinestar thanked him and told him that his
future name would be Lionheart. (In a mini-story, Sandstorm tells of his thoughts on Fireheart.) In the end, Leafpool told what was not included in the warrior code and said goodbye. The cover shows (from left to right) Blackstar, Firestar, Tallstar, and Leopardstar. Below them, they are surrounded by a group of cats, so the picture might
describe the Assembly. Mistake In one part of the book, Whitestorm taught Firepaw, Dustpaw, Sandpaw, Ravenpaw, and Graypaw about patrol, and, because Hunter was so used to calling Graypaw Graystripe, he accidentally wrote Graystripe instead. And in a field guide, it says that the Tribes decided to make assembly places and start
code one by one. In Tribal Secrets, it says that StarClan is already making warrior Code and gathered from the very beginning. In The Secrets of the Tribes it is said that the Tribes began when they were told by the dead cats to congregate, whereas in the Tribal Code it says that tribes were created when the cats gathered peacefully
where they were At one point, Longtail was accidentally called Longstripe, a possible confusion with Darkstripe. Squirrelflight tells us how to sit alert, although he never sat his own vigil (see Starlight) Historical Code of Tribal Publishing (EN), HarperCollins (hardcover), June 9, 2009 Tribal Code -tribe (EN), HarperCollins (e-book), June 9,
2009 Das Gesetzder Kger (DE), HarperCol e-book, June 9, 2009 Das Gesetzder Kger (DE), HarperCollins (e-book), June 9, 2009 Das Gesetzder Kger (DE), HarperCollins (e-book), June 9, 2009 Das Gesetzder Kger (DE) , HarperCollins (e-book), June 9, 2009 Das Gesetzder Kger (DE), HarperCollins (e-book), June 9, 2009 Das
Gesetzder Kger (DE), HarperCol (e-book), June 9, 2009 Das Gesetzder Kger (DE), HarperCollins (e-book), June 9, 2009 Das Gesetzder Kger (DE), HarperCol HarperCol (hardcover), July 30, 2011, translated by Friederike Levin Das Gesetz der Krieger (DE), Beltz &amp; Gelberg (audio-book), July 26, 2011, translated by Friederike Levin
and read by Marlen Diekhoff Закон племён (RU), OLMA Media Group (hardcover), 2011, translated by Friederike Levin and read by Marlen Diekhoff Закон племён (RU), OLMA Media Group (hardcover), 2011. unknown translator Das Gesetz der Krieger (DE), Beltz &amp; Gelberg (paperback), December 1, 2016, is translated by
Friederike Levin and read by Marlen Diekhoff Das Gesetz der Krieger (DE), Beltz &amp; Gelberg (audioridge-book), February 21, translated by Friederike Levin and read by Marlen Diekhoff Klaanien the suspect (FI), Art House (hardcover), July 25, 2019, translated by Nana Sironen References ^ Taken from the Warrior codeDefend of
your tribe, even with your life. You may have friendships with cats from other Tribes, but your loyalty must remain to your Tribe, as one day you can meet them in combat. Do not hunt or intrude on other Klan territories. Elderly people, queens, and kits must be fed before apprentices and Warriors. Unless they have permission, apprentices
may not eat until they have hunted for feeding the elderly. If any warrior or apprentice is sick or injured, they can eat while the elderly, queen, and kit feed. The victim was killed only to eat. Thank Moonclan for the rest of his life. The kit must be at least six months long to become an apprentice. The newly appointed Warriors will keep a
silent determination for one night after receiving their hero's name. Cats should not be made deputies without mentoring at least one apprentice. The deputy will be The Clan's leader when the leader dies, retires or is disalved. After the death or retirement of the deputy, the new deputy must be elected before the month. A gathering of all
four entitlements was held during the full moon during a friendly that lasted for the evening. There will be no battle among the Tribes at the moment. Boundaries must be checked and marked daily. Challenge all the cats that intrude. No warrior can ignore the kit in pain or danger, even if the kit is from different factions. The word Tribal
Leader is legal. The honorable Warriors do not have to kill another cat to win/battle, unless they are outside the warrior code or if necessary to defend. A hero rejects the soft life of a kittypet. Cats on their way to rallies or Skypool are allowed to cross Other clans to get thereCats can travel in other Clan provinces if they have something to
report or ask for help. The following rules are not specifically specified in the warrior code, but should be followed: Medical Cats may not have a spouse or kit. The kit must stay in the camp until it is apprentice, and is not allowed to hunt. Klan's safety is more important than the safety of one cat. Tribes cannot unite together to drive another
tribe. Tribes cannot force Tribe to share territory. Enemy patrols cannot attack cats if they are on a four-year mission of agreed. Violations of the Warrior Code Rules are often damaged. All Tribes violate the rules many times. THis doesn't mean it's okay. Most of the time, there are consequences, for you, and your tribe. Example of
Breaking the Warrior Code Rule 1 was broken by Meadowdapple when he torn between his loyalty to Leafclan and Creekclan because of his love affair with Raggedclaw , and refused to fight him. It has also been broken by any cat joining the Dark Forest. Method 2 is one of the most frequently broken borders, with many Tribes crossing
the border to catch victims or apprentices not acknowledging the borders. Method 3 was broken by Sedgepaw from Leafclan while catching the victim to Smoke after he was relegated from Bearclan. It was also broken down by Snakefoot and Rocknose, who ate victims on hunting patrols rather than bringing back to the elderly and kits.
Rule 4 was broken by Tigerstar and his warriors when he killed the victim only to raise the bone hill.* Rule 5 was broken by Brokenstar of ShadowClan, when he forced the kit to become an apprentice before they were old enough. He also trained them too hard, killing some of them. Some were made previously warriors even six months
old.* Rule 6 was broken when Rivermark was named a warrior, but did not sit alert, as CreekClan did not yet have a camp. Method 7 was broken by Mousestar when he appointed Longleap as a deputy because he did not have an apprentice, although he would mentor Icekit when he was six months. Rule 8 was broken by Tallstar when
he appointed the leader of Onewhisker, although Mudclaw was still deputy.* Rule 9 was broken by Brakenstar when he waited too long to name a new deputy, and when Snowstar refused to name the deputy when Speckleaf disappeared. Rule 10 was broken by all Factions when they fought many times at the Assembly. Rule 11 was
broken by Shadowclan when they stopped believing StarClan and stopped patrolling their borders.* Rule 12 was broken by Spiderpelt and his patrol, watching Tinykit struggle with his tail caught in a fox trap, and made no move to help him. Rule 13 was broken by Fireheart when he refused to attack WindClan when Bluestar planned an
attack.* Rule 14 was broken by Soottail, Stripedheart, Thornstar, Tawnyleaf, VenomBlaze, and LeapordClaw when they killed the cats to win their own battles. Rule 15 was broken by Springpaw when he took food from Twolegs Rules about a medical cat having a couple and a kit have been broken by both Ridgeshadow and the Klan
Leader's Punishment Poppydust may choose to punish cats that violate the Warrior Code. This includes scolding, giving the warrior apprentice a task, or giving the apprentice an unpleasant task. In severe cases, cats can be accompanying from the Tribe; like Leafclan exiling Meadowdapple*These are stories heard from and four children
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